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Hi, my name is Jan.
German born, now living in
Melbourne, Australia, I have
had a keen interest in birds
from a young age. 
 
Parrots in particular have
always fascinated me.
 
When I started bird
photography, I was
immediately drawn to
images with smooth out of
focus backgrounds and
beautiful perches.

Since then I have spent countless hours learning how to take such
images and how to attract birds to my perches. 
 
Many years later and countless hours of trying, this style has become my
trademark and I am working on perfecting it every day. 
 
It’s my attempt to blend art and simple photography. 
 
Today I want to share with you some of the most common mistakes 
I made and how you can avoid them!
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I am sure you’ve spent many hours seeing the birds you want to
photograph, tried to sneak up on them and off they fly yet again. 
 
So frustrating! For you and the bird.
You just can’t get the images you envision and the bird wonders, what sort
of weird creature keeps following it, wherever it goes. So what’s the
solution?
 
The best way to take great bird images consistently is getting the birds to
come to you.
 
But how can I get the birds to come to me!?
There are two ways, either you find spots online (Facebook Groups, Google,
Instagram), where you can see that the birds in the images are quite
approachable. I do this a lot and have had great results.
 
You will be surprised how many cool spots with approachable birds will be
nearby once you start looking for them. Finding spots with birds that are
being fed by other people or are at least used to people allows you a close
approach and much better images.
 
Let me give you an example: Most stunning duck images you see are not
taken in some remote wilderness, but at a little lake in a park, where the
ducks are used to people and less scared.
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Don't Chase Birds -
Let Them Come To You#1



Secondly, you can do the work yourself and set up your own little bird set
up.
This is my preferred way of working. It gives me full control and let’s me take
unique images.
 
 
Generally there are 3 ways to attract birds
 
1. Food
Offering food is a common way to attract birds and most of you have done it
before.
It can be as simple as putting out a little bowl with seeds. Depending on the
birds you want to attract, you will need to offer different food. If you have
seed-eaters like sparrows, tits or parrots around, seed is a perfect choice.
 
However, you might live in places with fruit eaters like tanagers and orioles,
so putting out bananas or oranges will be more effective.
Other birds, like hummingbirds, will come to a little sugar water feeder.
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The above image shows me photographing a beautiful male Chestnut Teal at a little pond in a public park.
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As you can see it’s all about finding out which birds you want to attract and
what they eat. 
 
Please refrain from offering human foods to birds, such as bread, pasta,
cured meats etc, they’re not healthy for the birds.
 
 
To get started all you need is a spot in your yard for instance, a small bowl
for the seed or fruit and a few branches around it for the birds to land.
 
I like to elevate the bowl, so it’s not on the ground, that will make the birds
use your perches, rather than land on the ground.
 
 
 
2. Water
Works very similar to food, but attracts all kinds of birds and can be highly
effective, especially in the drier areas of our world.
 
I have taken some of my best images at small water holes or water bowls.
The idea is the same, offer the birds a small water source and place a few
nice branches around and above it and you will be amazed with the kinds of
images you can get!
 
Besides providing great photo opportunities, offering water also helps birds
a lot during the hotter months.
 
It can take a few days/weeks, until birds find a newly established food/water
spot.
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5 male Gouldian Finches, taken at a tiny water spot in the Kimberley, Australia. The background is the
out of focus dry creek bed on the other side. To get this shot, I looked for and interesting branch and

placed it above the water.

3. Bird Calls
Using bird calls, can be a good way of finding out whether your target bird is
in the area and you can get birds, when you don’t have time to set up other
methods.
 
It’s a bit of a controversial topic, with many opinions.
 
 
However, I believe, used sparingly and in a responsible manner it does no
harm and birds simply fly away when they figure out there’s no other bird
around making the call.
You shouldn’t use it over extended periods of time or when you know birds
are nesting close by.
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Out of the three methods, using bird calls is the least effective method, but
can work well when you are traveling for instance. 
 
You can use a small USB speaker, place it under/next to an attractive perch
and play the bird’s call via an app on your phone. If a bird is in the area and
responding, you will see it come close right away.
 
It will want to check out the source of the call and will hopefully land on your
perch, because it’s the most suitable sitting spot near by.



You don’t need to invest massive sums to get started in bird photography.
 
 
Is it handy to have a big 600mm lens, expensive pro camera and extenders?
Absolutely!
Do you need such a lens and camera to take great bird images? 
Absolutely not!
 
 
In saying that, you will need at least 3-400mm in focal length for bird
photography.
 
Birds are quite small and require at least a basic telephoto lens. 
There are nice and not too expensive zooms available, such as a Sigma
150-600mm lens and Canon 100-400 among others.
 
Often you can get a second hand lens for a great price, if you don’t want to
invest in a new lens. Having Image Stabilization is a great advantage I’d be
looking for. 
 
Another “cheap” lens, with great quality is Canon’s 5.6/400 mm lens.
 
You don’t always need the latest and greatest when it comes to cameras.
One of my most trusted cameras is my 5D Mark III that is over 6 years old
and has taken hundreds of thousands of images.
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Thinking "I can’t take bird
images, because I live in 
the city and don’t have

expensive equipment"
#2



You could pick up a camera like that for under $1000. Do your research on
the internet and you will quickly find a few cameras with good reviews that
can be had for a fair price second hand. 
 
I would always recommend to invest in lenses first and cameras second.
Over time lenses don’t lose much value, but cameras do.
 
If you are using a fairly short lens picking the right spots or attracting birds,
like described above is key. This is where living in a city actually comes in
handy, because you will have many spots with tame birds near by. 
Such spots with birds used to humans offer amazing opportunities, even
with a short 200mm zoom lens.
 
 
 
Here’s a making of (crazy hair, I know…) where I am photographing New
Holland Honeyeaters right next to a Cafe. The birds liked sitting on the
yellow flowers and didn’t mind me, because they were used to people. So a
totally non-baited image, but still taking advantage of the urban environment
and all I used was an 4/70-200 mm lens.
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This is the final result - Taken with gear you can buy for around $1800 used
(1D Mark IV and 4/70-200).
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I have taken some of my most popular images ever in small backyards in
Berlin, Germany and my new house in Melbourne, Australia.
 
With a bit of creativity, you don’t have to travel at all to get amazing images.
Here’s a sample of a simple set up I made to get the Starling images.
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European Starling, 
Berlin, Germany



It’s easy to get carried away, when you see a new and exciting bird close by
or coming to your set up. So you fire away and end up with hundreds of sub
par images, because you only notice after the fact what you could’ve done
better.
 
One of the main things I always teach people is to stay composed and to
make sure that everything you can control is perfect and ready to go before
the bird arrives. That’s things like camera settings, exposure, light angle,
perch and background.
 
I constantly check my exposure, even between shots, to make sure it’s spot
on (more on that in #4 below). You don’t want to underexpose the shot of a
lifetime!
 
It’s often tempting to choose the easy way and just accept what’s in front of
us or use dead branches when doing a set up, but that doesn't give us the
best images possible.
 
Would you get more birds on a dead stick, than a fancy perch? Absolutely.
Would the images have the same appeal and impact? Absolutely not.
 
When I go out my aim is to take a unique image of each bird I target and I
try to bend the odds in my favor as much as possible. Usually I already have
a vision of the picture I want to take in my mind, before I even take it.
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#3
Getting distracted,

giving up too early and
not aiming for the best

possible image



That helps me to stay focused on what I want and how to set up. The goal is
to capture a bird in a beautiful pose on a great perch, with a lovely
background and I don’t want to settle for less.
 
 
That means, that I often stare at empty perches and don’t get any shots.
However, when I get an image, it’s a real standout.
Sometimes it takes me years to get the image I have in mind. So never give
up and aim high!
In a world where there’s so much content created every day, it’s important to
stand out and think outside the box.
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My first Crimson Rosella image with the bird perched on an
average branch. Overall it looks dull and plain. Not bad, but not

exciting.
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The image I had in mind for years and captured 8 years later,
with much better knowledge about set ups. Looks vibrant,

inviting and will stand out. The perch is a perfect compliment to
the bird and frames it nicely.
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#4 Not using the histogram
and underexposing 

as a result
This might be the most common mistake and a lot of people don’t even
know what the histogram means. 
To me it’s the most important (and only tool) to get your exposure right.
 
Let me briefly explain how to read it and then tell you the importance and
how to use it to your advantage.
 
 
The histogram is a graphic representation of the pixels in your image. 
 
The left side represents the dark/shadow areas of your image and the right
side represents the highlights. The ideal histogram looks something like that.
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Now why is this important?
It’s the only thing that reliably tells us if our exposure is correct. If you have
seen my videos, you will know that I take test shots and check my histogram
continuously, to ensure my exposure is perfect.
 
 
What are we aiming for?
First of all, I assume that everyone is shooting in RAW format. If you are
serious about bird photography and want to get the most out of your images,
you have to shoot in RAW format.
 
To get the very best input for your editing (why we need to edit images, see
below), we want to shoot as bright as possible, without losing details in the
whites.
 
 
So for our purposes a great histogram looks something like this:
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Why do we need to shoot so bright?
It’s simple. It gives us the best possible starting point for editing and the
least noisy images. In ensures that every element of the images maintains
details, which can be brought out and enhanced when editing. 
 
Now you might think: “What about the blacks?”. That’s easily corrected with
a level adjustment. It also gives us the lightest possible background, which
is a key focal point in my editing technique.
 
 
What are the challenges?
Shutter Speed. The brighter we shoot, the slower our shutter speed gets. So
while this can be challenging to manage at times. I would also recommend
to shoot with higher ISO (1600 for instance) and expose as far to the right as
possible. You will be surprised how little noise a properly exposed image
has!
 
 
What’s too dark and why is it bad?
To me, anything that is not exposed to the right, or might even has a gap on
the right hand side is absolutely too dark! This in return means that you will
have to brighten the image on the computer and might even lift the
shadows, which severely and negatively impacts image quality and
increases noise dramatically. 
 
As photographers we are always tempted to use a lot of shutter speed, so
the natural urge is to expose too dark. This is where the histogram comes in
and guides you to what is correct! Don’t use your screen or internal camera
meter to judge exposure. 
 
The only measure that doesn’t lie is the histogram and it will guide you
through every situation.
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Here’s an example of a perfect exposure for a bright bird. With just 2-3
adjustments in Photoshop, you will get a perfect final image.

Here’s a much too dark image, that will be difficult to edit.

By shooting too dark you’re making your life hard and the end result will
never look as nice and vibrant.
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From reading the last paragraph you will already know what I think about
editing and believe that it’s crucial.
 
Here is why:
If you are shooting with a digital camera, you need to edit your images to get
the best results. That’s just a fact. 
 
If you are using your images “unedited” out of camera, you are simply letting
your camera and raw converter decide what your images look like, rather
than taking control yourself.
 
 
Shouldn’t you be in charge of how your images look?
Cameras are severely limited in what they can capture and not capable of
capturing dynamic range like our eyes.
 
In fact our eyes have about 20 stops of dynamic range and the best
cameras about 10.
 
That means, that our eyes can see much more detail in brighter and darker,
than your camera could ever capture. Hence your camera can never
accurately capture a scene and every image is always a compromise.
 
My aim is to use editing to work through the limitations of the camera and to
bring the images to a level my eyes would’ve seen when I captured the
images.
In addition to that I simply want my images to look amazing! Why wouldn’t
you want to get the most out of your images?

#5 Thinking "I don’t 
need to edit my images"
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Editing is all about enhancing your images and taking them to the next level.

With some basic editing knowledge you can easily take a good image and

help it become a great image that stands out from the crowd.

 

As we have learned above, it is important to get the image as perfect as

possible in camera, however, that never replaces good editing.

 

 

Photography is a multiple step process to me:
 

1. Find the Birds

2. Set up and get the bird on a great perch

3. Photograph the bird to your best ability

4. Set your exposure and make sure the histogram looks good (exposed to

the right)

5. Focus on the head

6. Wait for the perfect pose

7. Expose to the right

8. Frame the image nicely

9. Use a fast enough shutter speed to get a sharp image

10. Download your RAW images

11. Convert them and open them in Photoshop

12. Make them look amazing

13. DONE

 

 

On the next page you can see one of my images before and after editing.
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Red-tailed Black Cockatoo - As you can see in the above examples, I didn’t do much, but it
has made a dramatic impact on the image. The unedited RAW is flat, which is perfect,

because it maintained maximum details in the black areas.
 
 

If you underexposed this bird, you could never recover the feather detail in the black feathers.
Afterwards the bird stands out beautifully and looks majestic, just like it did when I took the

image and has great detail throughout.
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What did I do?
 
1. Crop
2. Levels
3. Curves
4. Saturation
5. Tiny bit of cloning
 
 
Quite simple, yet very impactful.
 
 
 
_______________________
 
 
 
I hope some of these tips have helped you to get some new ideas and
insights into bird photography.
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